Water Feature

INSPIRATIONS

Why put a Blue Thumb water feature in your landscape?
It’s Attractive

It’s Tranquil & Peaceful

It’s Low Maintenance

Put down the cell phone, walk away
from the television, and immerse
yourself into the wonderful world
of water features. Moving water is
mesmerizing and peaceful to look at.
The water feature experience is
comforting and soothing. It transforms
your senses and calms your world.
Grab your favorite drink and retire to
the patio and soak in the peacefulness
of your water feature.

It's the Zen thing to do!
...And not just for the birds! Water
attracts your senses. Visually you see
the moving water and you are drawn to
gaze closer. As you approach a water
feature you are filled with the tranquil
sounds of the moving water and the
wonderful aroma of flowers.

Following trusted Blue Thumb methods of
installing water features, your new water
feature will be very easy to maintain.

When you have family and friends over,
guess where they’re inevitably going to
gravitate and congregate?

Choose the style that fits your budget as
well as your available maintenance time.

Feels good, doesn’t it?
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Some of the water features available have
little to no maintenance at all. Some will
require you to spend 10 minutes a week.

Easy peazy.
Just like we like it!

The Water Feature Advantage

Why NOT put a Blue Thumb water feature in your landscape!
It’s Cocooning

It’s A Good Investment

It’s Built to Last

Why not bring that “weekend getaway” feeling to your backyard? Some
of our favorite memories are of sitting
around outside near the water. There’s
just something about it that resets and
reconnects us to ourselves.

State-of-the-art technology allows our
team to create customized, high-quality
products for water features. You can
trust our American-made products to
stand up to everything Mother Nature
dishes out.

Bring that waterfront retreat from
stress to your home, and enjoy its
soothing, comforting benefits everyday.

We manufacture our products to
withstand the elements and perform
the same 20 years down the road as
they do when installed.

Can you hear that cascading
waterfall already?

You have our unconditional
guarantee on that!
Many new water feature hobbyists tell
us that the money they invested into
their water feature was money well
ever spent.
What is peace of mind worth to you?
You’ll be happy to know that an
investment in your landscape is the
best and most cost effective way to
increase the value of your home.

We like the sound of that!

The Water Feature Advantage
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Blue Thumb Water Feature FAQs
Fit your water feature to your vision and your lifestyle ... ask questions!
Blue Thumb ponds, waterfalls, and fountains can be wonderful additions to any landscape, but should be carefully
planned if your dreams are to become a reality and not a disappointment. Planning requires careful assessment
of your goals for your water feature. Your local professional installer will guide you through your options and
answer your questions. They will see that you are well on your way to enjoying a beautiful water feature.

What type of water feature is best?

How long does it take for installation?

• Your Best Views;
Indoor & Outdoor

The answer to this question depends on how much
space you have available, your budget, and the
amount of time you are willing to spend maintaining
the feature. Use this Water Feature Inspirations
Booklet to make the best choice for you & your family.

• Utility Locations: Water,
Electrical, Underground

Most water features can be installed in one day or less
with minimal or no damage to your lawn. Some larger
water features make take two or three days. Consult
with your local Authorized Blue Thumb Contractor for
specific details on your project.

What size is best for my space?

Can I have fish and plants?

You will want to base this on your available space and
budget. We always tell people to build as large as
they can afford, but not so large that it looks out of
place in your landscape. This honestly isn’t a line used
to raise the sales price as high as possible. The fact is,
most people build their water feature 3 times during
its lifetime and the reason is they want it bigger. As
your hobby grows so does the water feature.

Yes! As long as you have a water garden or pond. Some
of the other water features can support plant life but
not fish. Adding fish to your pond will have a positive
effect on the ecosystem and creates a new & exciting
element to your feature.

Things to Consider

• Deck, Patio and/or Benches
For Outdoor Enjoyment
• Maintenance Level

What is the cost?
The installed cost of a water feature can range from
$1,000 to $10,000+. The average professional water
feature installation is around $3,500 depending on
the type of feature and size you choose.
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Do I need to winterize my water feature?
In

some cases yes, but it’s easy and usually just consists
of removing the pump.

What is the next step?
Call one of our Authorized Blue Thumb Contractors
for an in-home consultation and get started today!

FAQs

Find Out More About Our Water Features
We invite you to dream up a personal water art landscape to match your style:

Pond-Less Waterfalls Pages 14-19

Retaining Wall Formal Falls Pages 20-23

Vase Fountains Pages 26-31

Real Stone Fountains Pages 32-53

GFRC Fountains Pages 54-63

Specialty Fountains Pages 64-71

Lake Fountains Pages 72-73

Lighting Pages 74-77

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens Pages 6-13

Index
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Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

Create A Low-Maintenance
Backyard Ecosystem
Fish are an integral part of the pond ecosystem. Fish can
actually reduce pond maintenance as they graze and eat string
algae and bottom feed on the ponds bottom.
Aquatic plants are Mother Nature’s true filters, helping keep
the pond clean and clear. There are many options like waterlilies,
lotus, marginal shoreline plants, and floating plants.
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Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

Aquatic plants are
great for hiding your
Cascade Box.

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens
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Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

Kick Back
Sit back, relax, and enjoy the soothing sights and
sounds of running water and feel the cares of the
world slip away as you enjoy your personal backyard
pond! Bird lovers will delight in the new variety of
feathered friends that flock to a water feature.

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens
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Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

More Than Natural Beauty
Water Gardens are one of the most rewarding
features you can add to a backyard. Imagine
stepping outside your home into your very
own backyard water oasis, complete with
beautiful koi & aquatic plants.

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens
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A Splash of Color
For Your Yard
Fish add color and personality
to your pond. They clamor for
attention, especially at feeding
time. We carry the products that
give your garden fish the quality
care and environment that leads
to long life spans. Your family will
adore these delightful pets for
years to come.
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Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

Our Complete Pond Ecosystem

How It Works
A

B

C

D

Biological Waterfall Boxes

A

Filters harmful waste and toxins from
water, keeping your pond clean and
clear. Provides excellent surface area for
beneficial bacteria growth while making
a simple and artistic way of creating a
waterfall. They are easy to camouflage to
appear as a natural waterfall — especially
when using our Landscape Lid.
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The Pump pushes
filtered water from
the Skimmer through
the Flex Hose around
pond to the Waterfall.

Black PVC Flex Hose
Carries water around the pond from
skimmer box (H) to the biological waterfall
box (A). The flexibilty of our hose makes it
much easier to install than rigid PVC.

E

Adding colorful Koi and Goldfish creates
an even more dramatic display. Water
gardens are great for Goldfish and Koi.

Aquatic Plants
Plants can be placed throughout the
pond or along the pond’s edge. There are
many varieties: floating, marginal, sinking,
oxygenators and lilies. Watergarden kits
are great when your desire is to keep
many colorful and beautiful aquatic
plants.
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Fish-Friendly Rubber Liner
Super-strong 45-mil EPDM liner is the best
choice when building a pond. Very flexible
— conforms to pond’s curves and slopes.

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

High-Efficiency Pump
Pump sits in back pump chamber
protected from clogging by nets and
filter mats. Blue Thumb pumps are
recommended as they will use far less
electricity and are meant to operate
continuously. The Pump creates a
recirculation system that keeps the water
moving, draws the debris and leaves into
the skimmer, and keeps the waterfall fed
with a constant supply of fresh water.

Protective Underliner
A non-woven, protective underliner fabric
forms a soft padding for the liner. Installs
much quicker than newspaper and covers
the vertical walls unlike sand. Unlike
carpeting, it allows gases to escape out
the sides from the earth’s soil.

Rocks & Gravel
Provides additional surface area for
beneficial bacteria to colonize. Protects
liner from harmful UV rays and damage
from animals. Creates a very natural look.

Fish

I

Mechanical Skimmer Box
Simplifies routine maintenance by
removing floating debris before it sinks to
the bottom of the pond. It also protects
the pump and hides unsightly plumbing.
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Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls

Perfect for Trouble Areas

BE
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RE

This landscape area had a steep slope
that could not be planted and mulch
would wash away during rains. The
perfect solution was adding a pond-less
feature to this landscape.
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Perfect for homeowners
who want the sights
and sounds of a
waterfall without the
maintenance of a pond.

R

Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls

Pond-Less Means Less
Maintenance
Cascading Waterfalls make an excellent
choice in many settings, both residential and
commercial. From short and narrow falls to
wide and long falls, the design opportunities
are endless so let your creative juices flow!

Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls
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Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls

Small Space Cascades
Small waterfalls can have a big
impact on your outdoor space. These
water features can create an outdoor
oasis with movement and the calming
sounds of trickling water. Customize
a look that flows naturally with the
landscape of your backyard.

Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls
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A Safer, Easier Way
for Families to Enjoy
Flowing Falls
Our Pond-Less Waterfalls let you
enjoy all the restful and relaxing
benefits of a waterfall without
the safety or maintenance
concerns of a pond. Families with
young children or small yards will
delight in this beautiful option.
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Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls

How It Works
A hole is dug then lined with a Firestone® EPDM Liner, Basin Matrix boxes
are added to keep the reservoir open and available for water, then the
basin matrix boxes are covered with rock and gravel, and filled with water.
The water is then circulated from beneath the rocks and gravel by a Pump
that sits on the bottom, inside a Pump Canyon. A Flex Hose runs from there
up to a Cascade Waterfall Box and into an overflowing waterfall, where it
falls back into the reservoir. Since the water level never pools above the
level of the rock and gravel, it gives the appearance of a waterfall without a
pond, when in fact, the “pond” is there but not visible.

Low Maintenance Pond-Less Falls

Cascade
Box

Pump
Canyon
Pump & Check
Valve Assembly

Pond-Less Cascading Waterfalls

PVC
Flex Hose
Firestone® EPDM Liner

Basin Matrix
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Retaining Wall ~ Formal Falls™

Light it Up

HT
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Lighting below the
falls illuminate the
water wall in any
color you choose.

Formal Falls™

Bring Your Retaining Wall
To Life With Formal Falls™
Water flows from a spillway embedded in a
retaining wall and falls into a basin below in a
nice, smooth sheet. Our beautiful Formal Falls™
can transform any vertical block wall structure
into a spectacular stream of color with remote
controlled LED lighting. They are a great
alternative to ponds or fountains.

Formal Falls™
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Get Creative with Your
Retaining Wall Waterfalls
These waterfall walls can easily be added to
any block wall structure using spouts on up to
multiple spillways placed in a row. They can be
used to adorn a garden, pool, outdoor living
area, or even a home or business!
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Formal Falls™

How It Works
The Formal Falls™ molded Basin is placed on a suitable base with
the Pump protected inside the basin. Wall block or other suitable
material is stacked all around the molded basin. The Formal Falls
Stainless Weir rests inside the wall block and is covered. The
pump inside the basin pumps the water via Tubing to the Formal
Falls spillway where the water flows out from the retaining wall
in a nice, smooth sheet over Polished Pebbles covering the
basin. An LED light, shining up from the basin, can be added to
illuminate the waterfall for a spectacular night display.

Formal Falls™ Cross Section
Stainless Weir
Polished Pebbles

Molded Basin Pump & Plumbing LED Light
Assembly

Tubing

UN

Formal Falls™

LIT

LIT

Even in the daylight
color changing lighting
will emphasize the falls
against your stone wall.
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Fountains & Garden Features

Vase Fountains
Placed singly or in multiples, our
crafted ceramic water features
serve your senses with the sights
and sounds of bubbling water in
several worldly styles. Pages 25-31.
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Real Stone Fountains
Polished or natural, these fountains are
expertly chiseled from real stone from
a variety of rock types: Onyx, Marble,
Sandstone, Granite, Limestone and the
favored Basalt. Pages 32-53.

Handcrafted Bubbling Boulders

Specialty Garden Features

Our Handcrafted Stone Fountains are as sturdy as
real rock with a fraction of the weight. Each boulder
is molded and prepared by Blue Thumb’s expert
rock makers, who carefully hand paint every rock to
ensure it replicates the natural beauty of real stone.
Pages 54-63.

Display your style through an artist’s eye with our
Copper Trees or MOD Patio Fountains. Create your
outdoor gallery with unique water features from
our Sugar Kettles to colorful triple Acrylic Cylinders
to a stately formal cast stone Tiered Fountains,
then reflect with a Real Stone Bench. Pages 64-71.

Fountains & Garden Features

From our Michigan
Factory to Your
Landscape Project
Anywhere in the U.S.
Our clean, spacious warehouse
and state-of-the-art technology
allows our team to create
customized, high-quality products
to make installation of your water
feature kit quick and easy. You can
trust our American-made products
to stand up to everything Mother
Nature dishes out.

How It Works
Vase Fountain
Optional
Plume Lighting
Flow Control Valve
Standpipe Assembly
Optional LED
External Lighting
Polished Pebbles
Pump Access Cover
Quick Disconnect
High Efficiency Pump
Molded Basin/Reservoir

Our Fountain Kits simplify installation and
maintenance. Inside a sturdy Basin, the
durable Fountain Pump and Tubing push
water up through the Fountain creating the
iconic bubbling plume. The water flows down
the sides, across the Polished Pebbles, and
back into the basin. The heavy-duty Pump
Cover allows easy access for maintenance.
Single and Triple Fountains are similar in
construct, with slight adjustments in Flow
Control of the plumbing system and weight
management. Take confidence in knowing
your new fountain system is protected by
US Patent #7,341,203 and backed by Blue
Thumb's Knowledgeable Team.

Fountains & Garden Features

Drilled Fountain(s)

Polished Pebbles
Pump Access Cover
Molded Basin/Reservoir
Tubing
Flow Control Valve
High Efficiency Pump
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Vase Fountains

Each is an Original Work of Art

Our Vase Collections

The individually glazed Vase Fountains featured in
our collections are intentionally unevenly glazed,
providing a naturally rustic look, with variations
in both color and texture. No two pieces are alike,
but all share an inherent beauty. Each handglazed fountain vase has an individual character
and is a distinctive, original piece of art.

Tuscany – Popular, sun-washed glazed terra cotta look
Oil Jar – Smooth finish, slight rolled lip
Sienna – Waffle texture, wide mouth opening
Genova – Beehive style ringed pattern
Milano – Elongated neck with a flared top
Luna – Squared-off Modern shape
Amphora – Ancient throwback with handle adornments
Tivoli – Sleek and tapered without a lip
Stoned Urns – Layered stone textured finish
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Vase Fountains

Tuscany

The fountains featured in our Tuscany collections are intentionally
designed to provide a natural rustic look, with variations in styles,
color and texture. No two pieces are alike, but all share an inherent
beauty to enhance it’s setting in nature. Each fountain has an
individual character and is a distinctive, original piece of art.

Vase Fountains
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Oil Jar
Curvy Oil Jar Fountains offer a smooth
finish that water glides down. Oil Jar
Fountains are a true statement piece to
add to any landscape project and are
offered in many colors and varieties. You
are going to fall in love with this style.

Sienna
Sienna Fountains are substantial vases with
robust openings. These fountains offer a wafflestyle texture in different colors. Water ripples
beautifully across the surface of these vases.
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Vase Fountains

Genova
The Genova is a unique style vase. It offers a horizontal
ringed pattern often giving a slight reminder of a
beehive style. The water has a nice rippled pattern as it
flows down the side of the vase.

Milano
Milano Fountains feature stylish, elongated necks
with flared tops. The distinctive shape gives the
water a unique path of travel along the sides of
these spectacular vases.

Vase Fountains
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Luna

Unique Luna Fountains offer
a more modern looking vase
featuring 90-degree angles. Most
pieces in this collection are square
and tapered with many offering a
variety of different textures.

Amphora

Robust Amphora vases that have beautiful adornments (handles)
decorating the top of the vases. This is a very popular and
classic piece that fits in any landscape.
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Vase Fountains

Tivoli

Tivoli Fountains feature a
very sleek design with a
round, tapered style. These
vases are available in a
variety of different colors
as well as textures. A nice
addition to any landscape.

Stoned Urns

Each Stoned Urn fountain has a layered stone finish
in a variety of stone styles, ranging from a flat slate
to a rounded pebble look. The finishes offer a unique
pattern for the water to cascade down.

Vase Fountains
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Real Stone Fountains

A Variety of
Styles and Shapes
Created from sturdy natural rock,
some feature all four sides smooth
while some have three sides
smooth with one side naturally
chiseled. Some are rough and
some are smooth. All provide a
beautiful focal point in any garden.
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Our Real Stone Collections
Artisan Series – Colorful stone cuts create lovely patterns in
the many shapes and sizes these fountains are created in, each
unlike any other. Pages 33-43.
Basalt Series – A natural rustic reddish tone that when polished
darkens to nearly black. Basalt has become very popular due to
its extremely low maintenance. Pages 44-47.
Zenshu Series – A collection of Basalt Series fountains with a
peaceful Japanese Zen garden influence. Pages 48-53.

Real Stone Fountains

Artisan Series
Real Stone Fountains ~ Our Palette

Every stone pulled from earth has its own mineral color, veining and speckles;
each a uniquely detailed artistic expression. That’s why we call this our Artisan Series.

Onyx
Marble
Sandstone
Granite
Limestone

Onyx primarily refers to the
parallel banded variety of the
silicate mineral. This stone can
be almost any color. Our cuts are
usually yellow, red or black.
A veined metamorphic rock that
produces an elegant allure,
Marble is a hard stone and offers
a rich spectrum of color and
veining.
Loved for its versatility and
resistance to weathering, the
pattern found in any individual
piece of porous Sandstone is
always completely unique.
A natural igneous stone that began
as magma and slowly cooled.
Granite is a sturdy stone with a
classic elegance that comes in a
variety of “looks.”
Radiant Limestone is extremely
strong and long-lasting. It was
formed under water and contains
fossils and remnants of ocean life
from long ago.

Real Stone Fountains ~ Artisan Series

Our Real Stone Artisan Styles
Triple Kits – Place three flowing Real Stone
Fountains of varying height together and you have
a harmonious focal point in your yard or garden.
Travertine – Popular with its natural rustic tone.
Travertine is formed when a limestone deposit is
near a mineral springs or hot springs area.
One of A Kind – Each a unique shape and stone.
No two are alike in their more organic cut.
Towers – Single or matched with similar style,
Towers have natural detailing to bring out an
artistic view to the cut.
Shaped Stone – You choose your type of stone
and shape. These come in many shapes including
almond, sphere, millstone, even egg shaped.
Great for smaller areas.
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Original Artwork Created by Time,
Captured in Natural Stone Cuts

Rough Yellow Onyx Fountain
Approx 6" x 11" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)
• ABART100
• ABART125
• ABART175

Smooth Red
Onyx Fountain
Approx 6" x 8" (4 lb / 1 inch of height)

• ABART1500
• ABART1525
• ABART1575

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Rough Red
Onyx Fountain
Approx 6" x 11" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)

• ABART400
• ABART425
• ABART475

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Triple Sunrise Onyx Fountain
Approx 6" x 8" (4 lb / 1 inch of height)
Lights up from the inside

HT
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• ABSX100

18"H, 24"H, 30"H

Blue Thumb offers exterior
lighting options that can
enhance any fountain
after the sun sets.
See Fountain Lighting on pages 74-75.

Smooth Yellow Onyx Fountain
• ABART1300
• ABART1325
• ABART1375

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

*Color patterns vary by individual stone.

Real Stone Fountains ~ Onyx

Smooth Black
Granite Fountain

Rough Speckled Granite Fountain

Approx 9.5" x 6" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)

Approx 6" x 11" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)

• ABART2100
• ABART2125
• ABART2175

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

• ABART700
• ABART725
• ABART775

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Rough Black Granite Fountain

Smooth Speckled Granite Fountain

Approx 6" x 11" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)

Approx 8.5" x 8.5" (7 lb / 1 inch of height)

• ABART500
• ABART525
• ABART575

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

• ABART2000
• ABART2025
• ABART2075

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Triple Black Marble Towers Kit
Approx 9" x 9" (6 lb / 1 inch of height)

• ABART3900
• ABART3925

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H

Pink Marble Granite
Ripple Fountain

Black Marble Granite
Ripple Fountain

12" x 4" (approx 300 lb)
• ABART7200 18"H, 24"H, 30"H

12" x 4" (approx 300 lb)

Real Stone Fountains ~ Granite and Marble

• ABART7100

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
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We Love Our Travertine Fountains
Amongst our many fountains, the
Travertine is the most unique of
our Artisan Series. Each limestone
piece is cut from living rock, with
various layered patterns, cavities,
and colors. These eye-catching
porous fountains allow water
to dance up and down textured
surfaces, filling the area with the
pleasant sound of splashing water.
Our Travertine Fountain Kits can be
presented as a triple or as a single.

C

C

B
A

B

Triple Travertine Fountain Kit
Triple Travertine Fountain 18"H, 24"H, 30"H
• ABTV100

A

Travertine Single Fountain Kits
Each size is also sold as single fountain kits

A

Small Travertine Fountain

C

18"H Travertine Fountain
• ABTV118

B

Medium Travertine Fountain
24"H Travertine Fountain

B

• ABTV124

C

Large Travertine Fountain
30"H Travertine Fountain
• ABTV130
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Real Stone Fountains ~ Travertine

One of a Kind
Fountains
All of our Real Stone Artisan
Fountains are unique but
usually they vary in color
and pattern with the cut
and hue of available rock
when ordered.

Darkwood Sandstone
Approx 4" x 14.5" x 50"H
• BTTBK048

The fountains on this page
are in our warehouse now,
but when sold, it’s gone.
If you see something you
like, call your contactor
immediately for availability!

Sandstone
Approx 9" x 10" x 37.5"H
• BTTBK016

Grand Canyon Red Onyx

Desert Onyx

Approx 9" x 4" x 46"-47"H
• BTTBK036

Approx 7" x 16" x 41"H
• BTTBK043

Desert Onyx

Desert Onyx

Ocate Marble

Salt River Sandstone

Black Canyon Onyx

Approx 5" x 9" x 31"H
• BTTBK045

Approx 13" x 7" x 35"H
• BTTBK025

Approx 6" x 11.5" x 37.5"H
• BTTBK049

Approx 6" x 10.5" x 43"H
• BTTBK046

Approx 13" x 6" x 57"H
• BTTBK028

Real Stone Fountains ~ One of a Kind
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Designed for
Smaller Spaces
When size is an issue our
natural almonds and spheres
set off any garden area,
and our stacked pebble
fountain is just plain fun!

Blue Limestone Fountain
• ABART4816
• ABART4820
• ABART4824

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Almonds
Red Marble Fountain

• ABART6418
• ABART6424
• ABART6430

18"H
24"H
30"H

Speckled Granite Fountain
• ABART4616
• ABART4620
• ABART4624

Green Marble Fountain
• ABART6018
• ABART6024
• ABART6030
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18"H
24"H
30"H

Yellow Onyx Fountain

Red Onyx Fountain

• ABART6218
• ABART6224
• ABART6230

• ABART6318
• ABART6324
• ABART6330

18"H
24"H
30"H

18"H
24"H
30"H

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Perfect accents for

Stacked Pebble Fountain
• ABSPF40

intimate spaces.

141”H, (150 lb)

Real Stone Fountains ~ Shaped Almonds

Spheres

Black Granite Fountain
• ABART4716
• ABART4720
• ABART4724

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Green Marble Fountain
• ABART4116
• ABART4120
• ABART4124

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Smooth Ribbed Sphere Fountain
(Blue Limestone)

Black Flower Granite
Fountain
• ABART4216
• ABART4220
• ABART4224

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

• ABART5016
• ABART5020
• ABART5024

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Black Ribbed Limestone
Sphere Fountain
• ABGSR16BK
• ABGSR20BK
• ABGSR24BK

Sphere Weights (Approx.)
16" - 185 lbs.
20" - 385 lbs.
24" - 685 lbs.

16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Triple Black Granite
Sphere Fountain Kit
• Kit of three 12", 18", & 24" Dia.
• ABGSB3T

Real Stone Fountains ~ Shaped Spheres
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Install A Sturdy Shaped Granite Fountain
To Ground Your Backyard with Natural Beauty
Our collection of Granite Fountains have been hand chosen to create beautiful
fountain displays, even in the smallest of landscapes. Their salt and pepper color
combined with a hammered granite texture create a simple, yet elegant introduction.

Ribbed Granite Sphere Fountain
• ABGSR16K 16" Dia. (approx 250 lb)
• ABGSR20K 20" Dia. (approx 350 lb)
• ABGSR24K 24" Dia. (approx 650 lb)

Hammered Granite Sphere Fountain
•
•
•
•
•
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ABGS8K
ABGS12K
ABGS16K
ABGS20K
ABGS24K

8" Dia.
12" Dia.
16" Dia.
20" Dia.
24" Dia.

Natural Bowl with Swirl Fountains
•
•
•
•

ABART5150T
ABART5118
ABART5124
ABART5130

Complete Triple Kit
Small 18” Dia. x 6”H
Medium 24” Dia. x 9”H
Large 30” Dia. x 12”H

Weights are approximate for
Real Stone Granite.

Real Stone Fountains ~ Shaped Granite

22" x 20" x 6"H (approx. 165 lb)
• ABMGF20K

IRL

20" x 20" x 4"H (approx. 110 lb)
• ABMGF40K

ED

Triple Circle Fountain

SW

Natural Round Fountain

AN

GL

Smooth Round Fountain
20" x 20" x 4"H (approx. 110 lb)
• ABMGF30K

Ringed Circle Fountain

Millstone Fountains
Slightly elevated for a mini waterfall effect

18" x 18" x 8"H (approx. 165 lb)
• ABMGF50K

•
•
•
•
•
•

ABMS18A
ABMS24A
ABMS36A
ABMS20S
ABMS26S
ABMS36S

Angled
Angled
Angled
Swirl
Swirl
Swirl

18"
24"
36"
20"
26"
36"

Rippled Egg Fountain

Bowled Zen Fountain

• ABEGGSM 17" x 26" x 13"H (320 lb)
• ABEGGLG 36" x 26" x 20"H (1,050 lb)

20" x 20" x 6"H (approx. 135 lb)
• ABMGF10K

Real Stone Fountains ~ Shaped Granite
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Masterfully Cut Artisan Towers
These Artisan Tower Real Stone Fountains feature wonderful design cuts and allow
water to cascade down textured surfaces, creating a unique look with a lovely sound.

Polished Corner Towers Fountain
8" x 10" x 18"H, 24"H, & 30"H (130 lb, 170 lb, 225 lb)
• ABGF50K

Polished Block Tower Fountain
• 8" x 10" x 18"H, 24"H, 30"H
(240 lb Total) Hollow
• ABHF60K

Octagon Basalt Tower Fountain
• 12" x 14" x 39"H (145 lb) Hollow
• ABHF80
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Triple Stone Urn Fountain
Base 12" x 12"
Top 16" x 16"
Heights 24"H, 30"H, & 36"H (300 lbs Total) Hollow
• ABHF100K

Real Stone Fountains ~ Artisan Towers

Triple Raw Cut Tower Fountain
8" x 10" x 18"H, 24"H, & 30"H (135 lb, 185 lb, 230 lb)
• ABGF30K

Square Chiseled Towers Fountain
Chiseled Twist Tower Fountain

8" x 8" x 18"H, 24"H, 30"H (310 lb Total) Hollow
• ABHF10K

8" x 8" x 18"H, 24"H, & 30"H (70 lb, 100 lb, 115 lb)
• ABGF40K

Real Stone Fountains ~ Artisan Towers
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Basalt Series

Basalt
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Basalt is volcanic rock that formed at the earths surface where it
hardened from lava that cooled relatively quickly. Because of its high
iron content it is our heaviest stone. The metal content also causes
“weathering” in basalt stone, giving it a rustic reddish tone that when
polished turns black. That’s how we can produce its two-tone look.

Real Stone Fountains ~ Basalt Series

Our Popular Basalt Fountains

Rustic Basalt Collection Pages 45-47

Basalt Fountains are growing in popularity because
they provide homeowners with all the benefits of a
customary water feature, including both audio and
visual attraction, with extremely low maintenance.
We offer two collections; Our earthy right-brained
Rustic Series and our more formal left-brained
Zenshu Series. Which are you drawn to?

Zenshu Basalt Collection Pages 48-53

Rustic Basalt Triple or Single Kits
These Rustic Basalt Column Fountain kits can be a single
solitary basalt or better yet grouped together to create
a group of three fountains. A lighting kit may be added
to beautifully illuminate your fiery fountains at night.

A

Triple Rustic Basalt Fountain Kits
Triple Basalt Fountain 8" - 10" Dia
• ABBC100
• ABBC125
• ABBC175

B
A

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Large Rustic Basalt Fountain
Large Basalt Fountain 8" - 10" Dia. x 30"H
• ABBC130

C

B

Medium Rustic Basalt Fountain
• Medium Basalt Fountain 8" - 10" Dia. x 24"H
• ABBC124

C

Small Rustic Basalt Fountain
Small Basalt Fountain 8" - 10" Dia. x 18"H
• ABBC118

Real Stone Fountains ~ Rustic Basalt Series
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Rustic Basalt
Triple Kits
These Rustic Basalt Column
Triple Fountain kits feature
fountains up to 48” high!

Polished Top
Basalt Fountain
Flat polished top basalt rocks
• ABBC200
• ABBC225
• ABBC275

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Tall Rustic
Basalt Fountains
Natural top, drilled for fountain
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABBCT36
ABBCT42
ABBCT48
ABBCT54
ABBCT60
ABBCT66

36"H
42"H
48"H
54"H
60"H
66"H

Semi-Polished
Basalt Fountain
Polished top w/ alternating
polished/natural sides
• ABBC300
• ABBC325
• ABBC375
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18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Real Stone Fountains ~ Rustic Basalt Series

Bowled Top Basalt Fountain
Bowled, polished top with natural sides

• ABBC500
• ABBC525
• ABBC575

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Hollowed-Out Basalt Fountain
Hollowed-out center

• ABBC400
• ABBC425
• ABBC475

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Triple Split
Basalt Fountain
One stone, two cuts,
three fountains
• ABBC915
• ABBC945

One Side Polished Basalt Fountain
Flat, polished top w/ one polished side

• ABBC600
• ABBC625
• ABBC675

24"H
36"H

18"H, 24"H, 30"H
24"H, 30"H, 36"H
24"H, 36"H, 48"H

Real Stone Fountains ~ Rustic Basalt Series
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Zenshu Basalt Series

Zenshu
Basalt
Real Stone Fountains - Zenshu Series
Zenshu Fountains were created to offer you unique options of real
stone fountains. Borrowing from Japanese Zen garden influence,
these fountains create beautiful, subtle conversation pieces with
their blend of natural earth tones with black polished accents.
These fountains invite you to sit and meditate with nature.
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Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series

Zenshu Series
Big Block Fountains
Featuring a hefty Zenshu Series Fountain Style that
makes a statement wherever placed. When a customer requested a version of our Shizukesa that had
more water flow, we responded with our new Triple
Drilled Yasuyuki Fountain! Each of these have been
drilled to have three plumes that cascade over a
stately rough cut basalt block.

Single Drilled Shizukesa Fountain
• ABZ090

22"W x 16”L x 14"H

(approx. 735 lb)

Triple Drilled Yasuyuki Fountain
• ABZ200
• ABZ210

28"W x 12”L x 14"H
38”W x 15”L x 18”H

(approx. 486 lb)
(approx. 1,000 lb)

Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series
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Heiho Fountains
A Zenshu Favorite

Heiho Cube Fountains
• ABZ120
• ABZ175
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18"W x 18”L x 18"H
24”W x 24”L x 24”H

(approx. 660 lb)
(approx. 1,110 lb)

Part of our Zenshu Fountain Series, the
Heiho Fountain provides a simple way to
add interest to your landscape with its
smooth sides and flat surface surrounding
a small fountain spectacle. Situated in
the corner of a rock or stone bed or as
a repeated form, the smooth pooling of
water is a calm display of serenity that
preludes the cascading of the element to
the space below. They became so popular
that we have added new sizes!

Heiho Square Cuboid Fountains
• ABZ180
• ABZ170
• ABZ110

20"W x 20”L x 10"H
24”W x 24”L x 18”H
28”W x 28”L x 12”H

(approx. 660 lb)
(approx. 800 lb)
(approx. 1,495 lb)

Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series

Kanji Fountain
Gray version of our Heiho cube
18" x 18" x 18"H (approx. 550 lb)
• ABZ130

Triple Drilled Ichise
Our largest Real Rock Fountain
48" x 27" x 10"H (approx. 1,500 lb)
• ABZ220

Yoshida Fountain Kits
A slight raised edge around these Yoshida Fountains pool a small
amount of water creating wonderful rippling movement around
the plume before spilling over to cascade down the sides.

Recessed top area close-up.

Yoshida Natural
Fountain
Recessed top area close-up.

Yoshida Polished Fountain
Polished sides and top
36”W x 36”L x 12”H (approx. 980 lb)
• ABZ195

Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series

Natural sides with polished top
36”W x 36”L x 12”H
(approx. 980 lb)
• ABZ190
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Creating Zen in Your Backyard
The Japanese dry garden or Japanese rock garden is often called a Zen
garden. It is a miniature stylized landscape of organized arrangement of rocks,
water features, moss, pruned trees and bushes, and uses sand or gravel raked
to represent ripples in water. They were intended to imitate the essence of
nature for meditative purpose. We’d love to see your backyard Zen garden.
Email pictures to sales@bluethumbponds.com

Tamaishi Fountain

Keki Fountain

22”- 25”W x 24”- 28”L x 12”- 14”H (approx. 550 lb)
• ABZ050

22” x 28” x 16”H (approx. 820 lb)
• ABZ030
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Mizu Kasai Fountain

Kazan Fountain

24”- 30” Dia. x 8”- 9”H (approx. 325 lb)
• ABZ100

10" - 12" Dia. x 22"H (approx. 170 lb)
• ABZ040

Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series

Kazan Triple Fountain
Approx. 10" - 16" Dia. x 18"H, 24"H, 30"H
(approx. 800 lb total)
• ABZ150T

Basalt Bird Bath Fountain

Approx. 23" x 26" x 12"H (approx. 225 lb)
• ABBBF12

Yoyu Fountain
Approx. 18" x 18" x 12"H (approx. 325 lb)
• ABZ140

Suwaru Fountain

Slate Fountain

Approx. 20”- 26” Dia. x 8"H (approx. 325 lb)
• ABZ010

Approx. 18"H (approx. 375 lb)
• ABZ160

Real Stone Fountains ~ Zenshu Basalt Series
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Handcrafted Rock Fountains

Blue Thumb Manufactures A Variety
of Handcrafted Styles and Shapes
Handcrafted Rock Fountains are as sturdy as real rock, with a fraction of the
weight. We start with one of our custom-designed molds created from actual
stone boulders. Each boulder is molded and prepared by hand at Blue Thumb
and follows a careful process ensuring they are ready for your landscape.
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Handcrafted Rock Fountains

What is
GFRC stands for Glass Fiber
Reinforced Concrete. GFRC is a
lightweight, durable material that can
be cast into nearly unlimited shapes,
colors and textures making it a great
material for our bubbling boulders.

Engineered to Look Like Real Stone at a Fraction of the Weight
Designed to Create A Majestic Dreamscape in a Small Space
All of our GFRC boulders are
made in-house by our trained
staff. We search out only the
finest boulders from nature
to create molds from so we
can offer you a very natural
and realistic fountain.

Dapple Gray

Chestnut

Handcrafted Rock Fountains

The benefit of our
in-house lightweight
handcrafted boulders
ias that they offer you
the option for a unique
natural design in an
uncharacteristic space.

Blue Thumb's expert rock makers carefully hand paint every rock
to ensure it replicates the natural beauty of real rock. All of our
handcrafted rocks are available in either Dapple Gray or Chestnut.*
*Chestnut is a special order color needing a two week lead time.
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How Our GFRC Fountains Are Made
We start with one of our custom-designed molds created from
actual stone boulders. Our GFRC rock mixture is carefully measured
and mixed before it is packed into the prepared mold by hand then
it is baked, cooled, and removed from the mold to cure. Each rock
is inspected and rough spots are sanded, chiseled, or burned away.
Any thin parts of the molded rock are reinforced with more GFRC
mixture. When the rock is fully shaped, it is carefully hand painted
and sealed to give the rock it's natural look.

Slate River Falls Fountain (at right)
At right is one of our favorite designs. Reminiscent of our slate
bottom waterways throughout Michigan. This low profile GFRC
Fountain is 36” x 30” x 12”H and weighing approximately 66 lbs.
• LA3350K

Large Format Handcrafted
Bubbling Boulders
Natural stone formations are Blue Thumb’s
inspiration for handcrafting our durable GFRC Rock
Bubbler creations. The benefit is a lighter fountain,
which means our large Handcrafted Rock Fountains
can be installed without the heavy machinery
required for similar sized Real Stone Fountains.
For comparison, the Manistique Falls Fountain shown
here is a fraction of the weight of real rock at
51” x 31” x 13”H and weighing approximately 150 lbs.
Our largest Real Stone Fountain, the Triple Drilled
Ichise, seen on page 51, is 48” x 27” x 10”H and
weighs about 1500 pounds.

Manistique Falls Fountain (at left)
Our largest GFRC Handcrafted boulder. Stately in size, this fountain is a fraction
of the weight of real rock at 51” x 31” x 13”H and weighing approximately 150 lbs
• LA3300K
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Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Bubbling Boulders

Sometimes You Have Space,
Sometimes You Don’t
Our Mountain Spring fountains win the
popularity contest in our Handcrafted Rock
Fountain Series. Mountain or Mini, quality
construction ensures years of enjoyment,
without weight gain. That's a perfect
dream right there!

Mini Mountain Spring Fountain Kit
22" x 20" x 15"H, (approx. 30 lb)
• LA2200K

Triple Cascade Rock Fountain
32" x 18" x 24"H, (approx. 40 lb)
• LA3500K

Mountain Spring Rock Fountain

Horseshoe Falls Fountain

36" x 24" x 24"H (approx. 90 lb)
• LA4100K

38" x 36" x 13"H, (approx. 110 lb)
• LA3325K

Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Bubbling Boulders
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Dove on Klamath Basin Fountain
Photo credit: Wildlife Photographer Scott Keys

Our Bubbling Beauties
Are For The Birds

We choose all of our GFRC rock fountain designs
from actual rock formations. These are just some of
our Bubbler Rocks that offer birds with a surface to
splash and preen themselves, while providing you
with the pleasant sounds of gently moving water.

Medium Bird Bath Fountain Kit
36" X 21" X 13" H, (approx. 80 lb)
• LA3550K

Large Bird Bath
Fountain Kit
This lower profile GFRC Bird Bath
Fountain brings your wildlife view
down to earth while allowing more
room for your visiting wildlife to play.
42" X 32" X 9" H, (approx. 110 lb)
• LA3575K
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Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Bird Baths

Klamath Basin Fountain
Popular with the wildlife! 18" x 19" x 16"H, (42 lb)
• LA2100K

Bird Bath Triple Fountain
16"H, 25"H, 36"H (approx. 165 lb Total)
• LA7175K

These fountains are available
in Dapple Gray or Chestnut*.
*Chestnut is a special order color
needing a two week lead time.

Small Caldera Single Fountain

Hollow Springs Fountain

20" x 24" x 20"H, (55 lb)
• LA2125K

16" x 13" x 25"H, (approx. 25 lb)
• LA2175K

Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Bird Baths
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Handcrafted
Bubbling
Boulders

Twisted Creek Fountain

Our fountains create
wonderful curb appeal
with zero liability in
front yard landscapes
because there is no
standing water and
provide the soul
soothing tranquility
in backyard living
spaces, too.

Watershed Cascade
Triple Fountain
Silver Falls Fountain

24"H, 36"H, 42"H (approx. 255 lb Total)
• LA7125K

15" x 10" x 26"H, (approx. 25 lb)
• LA2150K

18" x 20" x 36"H, (approx. 50 lb)
• LA4125K

Sonoma Rock Fountain

Sand River Falls Fountain

Twisting Cascade Triple Fountain

12" x 17" x 24"H, (approx. 25 lb)
• LA3525K

28" x 24" x 17"H, (approx. 40 lb)
• LA3375K

16"H, 24"H, 36"H, (approx. 175 lb Total)
• LA7150K
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Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Bubbling Boulders

Triple Fountain Kits
Whether triple or single, our “custom fountains” are designed for water
to fall with expression and can be adjusted for your most pleasing sound.

Cascade Mini-Mountain Spring Triple Fountain
15"H, 24"H, 36"H (approx. 160 lb Total)
• LA7100K

Triple Column Fountain Kit
16"-18" Dia . x 18"H, 24"H, 28"H (approx. 180 lb Total)
• LA3000T

These fountains are
available in Dapple Gray
or Chestnut*.
*Chestnut is a special order color
needing a two week lead time.

Watershed Triple
Fountain Kit
17" x 19" x 24"H,
21" x 19" x 34"H,
21" x 22" x 39"H
(approx. 225 lb. Total)
• LA7200T

Handcrafted Rock Fountains ~ Triple Kits
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Double Bubbler Kits

Matterhorn
Fountain Kits

Accent planters and rocks are also sold
separately and can be added to any display.

Like the soaring mountains of
Europe, these Matterhorn-inspired
fountains provide a rugged and
tranquil beauty to any landscape
setting. The natural beauty of
real rock with the added durability
and lighter weight of Glass Fiber
Reinforced Concrete.

C

Triple Matterhorn Fountain Kit
Small, Medium, & Large fountains included in a
triple fountain kit (sizes below)

Double Cascade Fountain with Accent Rock
24"H, 36"H, & 1 Accent Rock (approx. 143 lb Total)
• LA6150K

Approx. 65 lb Total
• LA3100T

B
A

Matterhorn Single Fountains
Individual fountains or fountain kits

A

Small Matterhorn Fountain
8" x 13" x 18"H (approx. 10 lb)
• LA3125K

B

Medium Matterhorn Fountain
17" x 15" x 24"H (approx. 20 lb)
• LA3150K

C

Large Matterhorn Fountain
19" x 16" x 28"H (approx. 35 lb)
• LA3175K

Double Cascade Fountain
with Accent Planter
24"H, 36"H, & 1 Accent Planter (approx. 140 lb Total)
• LA6100K
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Handcrafted Rock Fountain Kits

Falls Fountain Kits

Twin Peaks Fountain
16"H, 10"H (approx. 30 lb Total)
• LA6125K

As a single kit, or a full triple
in harmony, these bubbling
boulders provide a peaceful
backyard pause. The cupped
top also brings in the birds
for a fresh drink or bath.

Triple Falls Fountain Kit
Agawa Falls, Agate Falls, & Alder Falls
fountains included (sizes below)
Approx. 75 lb Total
• LA3200T

Falls Single Fountains
Individual fountains or fountain kits

A

Agawa Fountain
16" x 18" x 9"H (approx. 15 lb)
• LA3275K

B

Watershed Tall Double Fountain
with Accent Rock
36"H, 42"H (approx. 170 lb Total)
• LA6175K

B

Agate Fountain
18" x 19" x 13"H (approx. 25 lb)
• LA3250K

C

C

A

Adler Fountain
20" x 22" x 16"H (approx. 35 lb)
• LA3225K

These fountains are
available in Dapple Gray
or Chestnut*.
*Chestnut is a special order color
needing a two week lead time.

Handcrafted Rock Fountain Kits
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Specialty Fountain Gallery

Copper Fountains – Crafted copper creates a
striking visual as water dances from leaf to leaf
down a tree or spouts up from a flower bloom.
Pages 65-66.

MOD Fountains – Signed modern metal
minimal art scultptures that incorporate the
element of water. Page 67.

Tiered Fountains – A classic fountain style with
a formal flare that will give you a historic city
garden walking park feel. Pages 68-69.

Acrylic Cylinder Fountains – These triple
cylinder fountains bring remote controlled color
to your yard at night. Page 69.

Rustic Sugar Kettles – We take cast iron
sugar kettles and add water or fire, or our
personal artistic twist. Pages 70-71.

Real Stone Benches – Now take a seat and
enjoy your personal water feature enhanced
space. Page 71.
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Specialty Fountain Guide

Copper Fountains
These trees are hand made by our designer in the most tranquil
place in the midst of the deep woodlands in England. Every single
element of these sculpted fountains, including the leaves, are hand
made creating the most beautiful of fountains. No two pieces are
exactly identical ensuring individuality and zest in all designs.

Weeping Elm Fountain
• ABCF600K

60"H

22" Dia.

Extra Tall Maple Fountain
• ABCF700K

Sequoia Tree Fountain
• ABCF300K

40"H

16" Dia.

• ABCF400K

70"H

Weeping Willow Fountain
• ABCF050K
• ABCF100K

Specialty Fountains ~ Copper Trees

37"H
45"H

Japanese Maple Fountain
38"H

36" Dia.

Creeping Maple Fountain
• ABCF500K

30"H

60"L

14" Dia.
18" Dia.

65

Copper
Flowers
We love how water spouts
out of each beautiful glassblown blossom by way of
copper stems and pistils.
Adorned by handcrafted
copper leaves, these
extraordinary fountains will
add that “wow” factor to
any garden.
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Lilac Trumpet Fountain
• ABCF225K

Blue Iris Copper Fountain

Orange Trumpet Fountain

Red Iris Fountain

• ABCF275K

• ABCF200K

• ABCF250K

50"H

Dia. 17”

47"H

Dia. 17”

50"H

47"H

Dia. 17”

Dia. 17”

Specialty Fountains ~ Copper Flowers

MOD Fountains
Signed Garden Art
MOD Patio Fountains are museum quality minimalist sculptures
with the element of flowing water, created and signed by
the artist, Randy Bolander. Each piece is 36" high and is
made from corten or stainless steel, then powder coated to a
beautiful color to make a bold statement in any garden.
Artist's signature
stamped on
every fountain!

MOD X4 Fountain
•
•
•
•
•

MODX4R
MODX4T
MODX4Y
MODX4W
MODX4RUST

Red
Turquoise
Yellow
White
Rust

MOD Y Fountain
MOD X1 Fountain
• MODX1Y
• MODX1O
• MODX1W

Yellow
Orange
White

MOD X2 Fountain
•
•
•
•

MODX2R
MODX2Y
MODX2O
MODX2RUST

Red
Yellow
Orange
Rust

MOD X3 Fountain
•
•
•
•

MODX3R
MODX3T
MODX3O
MODX3RUST

Red
Turquoise
Orange
Rust

Specialty Fountains ~ MOD Fountains

•
•
•
•
•
•

MODY2R
MODY2T
MODY2Y
MODY2O
MODY2W
MODY2RUST

Red
Turquoise
Yellow
Orange
White
Rust
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Tiered Fountains
A Classic Fountain Style
All of these cast stone pieces are manufactured
using a proprietary, high-density cast stone
mix, comprised primarily of water, sand, stone
aggregate, and cement. The patinas are hand
applied to the surface of the product producing
a strong and durable product that will weather
naturally in an outdoor environment.

Wiltshire Fountain
• CFT305

Aged Limestone 61"H 47" Dia.

San Pietro Fountain
• CFT17
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Pietra Nuova

63"H

Savannah Fountain
43" Dia.

• CFT388

Aged Limestone

68"H

46" Dia.

Specialty Fountains ~ Tiered Fountains

Charente Fountain
• CFT279

Alpine Stone
52"H 29.5" Dia.

Acrylic Cylinder
Fountains
This triple cylinder fountain kit comes with everything
needed to create a beautiful day or night display. Color
changing LED lighting with remote control included.
• ABACF12T

12” Dia. 18”, 24" & 30”H

Please note: Due to
the hand application
process, actual colors
may vary from those
depicted here.

Richmond Hill Fountain
• CFT387

Alpine Stone

66"H

46.5" Dia.

Specialty Fountains ~ Acrylic Cylinder Fountains
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Sugar Kettles
Rustic Sugar Kettle Fountain Kits
Blue Thumb is an exclusive producer of fine cast iron
kettles that are authentic replicas of those used in
the processing of sugarcane. These kettles make
beautiful and functional water fountains.

Sugar Kettle Fountain Kits
• ABSK28K
• ABSK33K
• ABSK37K
• ABSK48K
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28" x 9"H
33" x 10.5"H
37" x 13"H
48" x 19"H

Specialty Fountains ~ Sugar Kettle Kits

Sugar Kettles Can Also Be Used
For Planters or Fire Bowls
If you are looking for a planter or fire bowl, cast iron
kettles make beautiful and functional conversation
pieces for your outdoor landscaping project.

Sugar Kettles Only
• ABSK28
• ABSK33
• ABSK37
• ABSK48
• ABSK59**

28" x 9"H
33" x 10.5"H
37" x 13"H
48" x 19"H
59" x 22"H

*Sugar Kettle only does not come drilled
with hole in bottom. Add $125 for drilling.
**59" size is only available as a solid
fire pit — No drilling.

Real Stone Benches

48" Long Basalt Bench
• ABBB48

Hand-chiseled Real Stone Benches
make a perfect garden viewing
whether watching koi in your pond,
listening to your waterfall or simply
enjoying the sunshine. These
durable benches endure the test of
time while awaiting your presence.

72" Long
Basalt Bench
• ABBB72

45" Long Marbled
Granite Bench

45" Long Yellow
Onyx Bench

45" Long Red
Onyx Bench

• ABBMG45

• ABBYO45

• ABBRO45

Specialty Sugar Kettles & Garden Benches
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Lake Fountains & Earth Pond Waterfalls

Keep Your Water
Fresh & Sparkling

Stagnant water hosts algae,
mosquitoes and other pests
that can make your lake or
pond inhospitable for the fish
and aquatic plants you want
to sustain. Aeration is key to
clearer, healthier ponds.
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Water Clarity With Waterfalls
Adding waterfalls to earth ponds has become
increasingly popular recently. Until recently, there
wasn’t a good design that addressed the challenges
that come with completing this type of installation.
Our system incorporates an external pump that
draws water through a slotted pipe intake system
(buried in gravel to reduce clogging) and then up
to the waterfall box. This system assists in aeration
and eliminates stratification of the water as well.

Lake Fountains & Earth Pond Waterfalls

Floating Fountains
For Lakes and Large Ponds
Lake Fountains both beautify your body of water
with an elegant display pattern and provide
valuable oxygen and agitation to promote a
healthy pond or lake. They offer outstanding
oxygen transfer rates, aesthetically pleasing
patterns and low overall operating costs. Each
unit is fully-self contained and floats into place
in your pond or lake.

Select spray pattern

Add LED lighting for night viewing

NI
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Y

How It Works

T

Lake Fountains & Lighting

These fountains are ideal for ponds 1/4 acre in size or larger. They can be
used in Large Lake Ponds or reflection pools as a stunning center display.
Interchangeable nozzles are included and allow you to create unique spray
patterns. The Motor draws low amp loads to conserve energy and lights
illuminate the fountain using LED technology. Choose your spray patterns,
pattern dimensions and LED lighting for night viewing.
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Light It Up!
LED lighting can enhance your
fountain even after the sun
sets. Light up the night in
warm white or add a splash of
color to your nighttime setting.

Real Stone Fountain Lighting
Blue Thumb suggests lighting from inside and out. If your Garden has no
atmosperic lighting you can create it by lighting the exterior of your rock
fountain to see the fountain texture while the coloring of the plume.

Internal Drilled Stone Fountain Plume Lighting
The remote controlled RGB Fountain Plume Lights contained in this kit sit inside your drilled triple stone
fountains to illuminate plumes as water is pumped up through the LED light rings.

External Highlights
Exterior lighting to set off beautiful texturing
and shape of your fountains in the darkness of
night. Can be automatically set to light from
dusk to dawn or for a few hours.
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Real Stone Fountain Lighting

Vase Fountain Lighting
Internally LED lights are mounted to the standpipe. They illuminate
the plume of water from inside the vase. Vase lighting can be
added to most vase fountain kits. Use additional garden lighting
bring your fountain out of the shadows with external spotlights.

Daylight with no lighting

Nicely balanced external
& internal vase lighting

Vase plume lighting
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Vase Fountain Lighting
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Vase plume lighting
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Vase plume lighting

Vase plume lighting balanced
with external spotlighting
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Garden & Waterfall Lighting
Submersible lighting automatically transforms your
Water Garden from dusk to dawn. Bathe your water
feature in warm white light or set it to match your mood
with remote controlled color and pattern options.
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Transform
your nighttime
experience with
your water
features with
our LED ligting
options.

T
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Water Garden Lighting

Bathe your
flowing falls in
light to match
your mood with
submersible
remote controlled
color and pattern
options.

Water Garden Lighting
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Nature Inspired

DESIGNS

Fish Ponds & Water Gardens

Pond-Less Cascading Falls

Exciting, Living Pond Ecosystems

Retaining Wall Formal Falls
Beautiful, Stately Water Walls

Safe, Low Maintenance Waterfalls

Text/Call: 888.619.3474

Distinctive Flowing Fountains
Hand-glazed, Worldly Styles and Shapes

